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Presidential Address

Out And About

In August of 2007, the Club was represented at several events
around the country. Cruises were held in Cherry Hill, NJ,
Wilkes Barre, PA, Glendale, CA, Fitchburg, MA, Clifton
Heights, PA and Norwich, CT. The Michigan Chapter
coordinator, Chuck “TN_LSC” Gallop is starting a Tennessee
chapter of the Club. Rob “EightLives” Brossman has accepted
the position of PA Chapter Coordinator. Art Bailey has
accepted the position of CA Chapter Coordinator. The
Pennsylvania Chapter has begun monthly cruise nights in
Clifton Heights.

August has been a very busy month for Club Members,
and September is continuing to be just as busy. Shows,
cruises, and breakfast meets have dominated many of
our Member's weekends. Here is a sampling of what
Club Members have done.

The latest show was an All Ford Show held at Bob
Davidson Ford in Baltimore, Maryland. After having
breakfast at the local Old Country Buffet, John
(MarkedMan) Thornton, Jack (Hizhonor) Cohen and
The position of Michigan Chapter coordinator is still available Rick (OneWayStreet) Eckenrode drove a few blocks
to Members. See any Board Member for more information. In down Joppa Road to attend this annual show put on by
Pennsylvania, the Lodging Committee for the 2008 Carlisle The Mustang Club of Maryland.
All Ford Nationals has begun. See John “OldSchool1” Dancy
for details. The Treasurer, Joe “JoeyChrome” Mazzone,
continues to work on completing the Club's non-profit status.
Once submitted, the Club will be able to issue receipts for
Club donations, such as vehicles. The upgrade to the
Membership database is still in beta testing.
The Club's raffle car continues to be worked on at Steve's
Aldan Getty in Aldan, PA. Steve is donating his labor in
between repairing customers' vehicles. Once the car passes
inspection, it will need to go to different chapters for
additional sponsored or donated items and to sell raffle tickets.
We hope to raffle this car away at the 2009 National Meet.
Finally, The Club is doing well financially and physically with
no changes in management. Costs and memberships have
remained steady. Six new Members joined in August and one
renewed.
John "OldSchool1" Dancy

Maryland Breakfast Meet
Mostly featuring Mustangs, there was a sampling of
other Ford vehicles on the show field including a few
Mercurys. There were only two Lincolns on the field
this year, both belonging to Club Members. Tons of
door prizes were given out to participants. It appears
just about everyone won something. (Continued page 6)
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Mark VII Club Announcements
Ford Nats Update

The Lincoln Mark VII Club will hold it's Annual National
Meet on June 6 - 8, 2008 at the All Ford Nationals Carlisle
Fairgrounds 1000 Bryn Mawr Road Carlisle, PA 17013-1588
Visit our tent in the Fun Field, Friday through Sunday. See
the best Mark VIIs in the country. Meet the people that
drive these Luxury Sport Coupes. See all levels of Marks
from projects, daily drivers to stock, race, modified, and
highly modified.

One Dollar Bars On Sale
John "OldSchool1" Dancy has begun candy bar sales to raise
money for the Club Tent at the National Meet, June 2008,
Carlisle, PA. You can support your Club by purchasing the
original ONE DOLLAR BAR from a Club Member.
America's Variety candy bar carrier has the largest selection
ever of great tasting premium chocolate. All candy bars are a
large 2.25oz. (bigger than the snack machine and at a lower
price) and your satisfaction is guaranteed.

If you go to only one event this season, make it the All Ford Savor the flavor and enjoy an American Original: it's sure to be
your favorite tasting chocolate bar. Choose from 5 distinctive
Nationals and the National Lincoln Mark VII Club meet.

As of this publication, due to pre-registrations and
reservations for the 2008 Ford Nationals in Carlisle,
PA, the host hotel, The Sleep Inn, has less than 20
rooms available!
There is a good chance this hotel will be sold out for
this event by the time October or November rolls in.
That's eight months in advance!
We can not stress this enough. Call The Sleep Inn
today and reserve your room in The Lincoln Mark VII
Club block of rooms for June 6, 7, 8, 2008! The phone
number is 717-249-8863.
Hope to see you in Carlisle at The Ford Nats.

flavors: Milk Chocolate with Creamy Caramel, Milk Chocolate
with Almonds, Milk Chocolate with Crispy Rice, Milk
Chocolate with Tasty Truffle or Milk Chocolate Mint absolutely delicious!
For more information, call John Dancy at 610.931.6623 or email him at john.dancy@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org

Our Club Web Site
Have you been on the club web site lately? LM7
Club Member Kat Bailey posts up a new joke every
day. In addition, events in your area are posted up
every day also. And if that were not enough, new
tech articles are added frequently.
Many classified ads can be found on our club website
also. So check out www.thelincolnmarkviiclub.org as
soon as you can!

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS!
Please take a moment to visit our Sponsor's / Links Webpage
at
http://www.thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/links/index.htm
Those sponsors listed on the right have donated/contributed
to our Lincoln Mark VII Club's Carlisle, PA 2nd Annual
National Meet; and to our club in general. Whether you have
a show car or a car that you just like to look and run it's best,
please consider using our sponsor's products. Everything
from maintenance and modifying to showroom finish and
spotless glass. Thanks, everyone!
Jack (Hizhonor)
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Chairman’s Message - Preparing Your Car for Winter: Basic tips to keep you moving
If that first winter's snow stormwhen the temperature dips below freezing and threatens to stay there for monthssends you deep into
your down comforter in front of the fireplace, think how your automobile must feel. Just as homeowners must make changes around
late October to prepare them for winter, consider the following checklist as your strategy to prepare the household's transportation
for the rigors of winter.
Anti-Freeze Check
First, check your anti-freeze. The rule of thumb for changing the fluid is simple: if you didn't change it last winter, do it now. Even
if the fluid looks relatively fresh, anti-freezes include chemicals that lubricate water pumps and inhibit engine corrosion. These
chemicals lose their punch at the end of the recommended lifetime.
Oil Check
Check your owner's manual for the manufacturer's recommended winter rating. A 10W30-weight oil works for everything short of
arctic or alpine winter conditions. If you use thicker oil for severe summer driving conditions and are looking at a comparatively
cold winter, this is the time to change the oil and switch to a thinner weight.
Wiper/Washer Check
If your wiper blades are marginal, they probably won't hold up well under the assault of salted-road slush. Most washer solvents are
good to 10 degrees below zero.. Check to see whether you've picked up a few windshield dings, because this is a good time to have
them repaired. The combination of cold air temperature and a warm auto interior can quickly escalate a ding into a serious crack.
While we're on the subject of a warm interior, don't forget to check your heater. That way you can find out if it needs maintenance
before you really need it.
Battery Check
If your battery is within a year of its life expectancy, have it tested. It's far easier to deal with an aging battery on a pleasant fall
weekend than a totally dead one in the dreary dark of winter. A weak battery and/or alternator may not be able to deliver the
amperage required for a winter-cold start.
Tune Time
If you're due for a tune-up, this is a good time to GET IT DONE. A new set of properly gapped plugs, distributor cap & rotor and
ignition wires will give you better, quicker starts.
Belts/Hoses Check
Check all the belts and hoses: Cracked, frayed, or worn rubber may not make it through the winter. Freezing temperatures and
winter driving conditions put an added strain on the engine. Plus, a breakdown because of a $10 hose or belt is doubly annoying on a
cold, snowy and miserable winter night.
Tire Check
Speaking of worn rubber; take a close look at your tread. Driving on packed snow and ice-riddled roads requires as much traction as
your tires can deliver. Most of us don't have to go to that extreme, but if your tires' footprints look thin, a new set is in order. Be
very particular when inspecting the tread on the rear tires, at least on rear-wheel drive/front engine vehicles.
Exhaust Check
Exhaust dangers: Check your exhaust system and your floorboards while you're down under the vehicle. If you've got a carbon
monoxide leak in your exhaust pipe, plus an avenue for the fumes to get into the passenger area, you could be real danger. With the
heater on and windows shut tight, a fume leak can be fatal.
Once you've run through this checklist, you should be pretty much ready for winter driving. Be safe and I'll see you in the next issue
of the Mark VII Times.
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Out And About, The Lincoln Mark VII Club Events
(Continued from page 3)

Awards featured Top 30, Best Ford, Best Mercury, and
Best Lincoln. Rick Eckenrode's '90 Mark VII LSC SE
took Best Lincoln Honors.

th

Later on July 7 , Members attended the tenth annual
Merchantville Car Show in Merchantville, NJ. Over 900
cars came to this annual event. Daniel “JerseyDan” of NJ
and Tony “LSCMK7” of NY were first time winners at
th
On July 4 , Members of The Lincoln Mark VII Club
this long-standing event.
attended the Delaware Valley Old Goat Club
Independence Day Car Show in Cherry Hill, NJ. Over
100 cars from a Model A to a new Lamborghini, were in
attendance.

Later in July, on the 29th, 2007, The Club attended the
first annual Mega Car Show at Riddle Memorial
Hospital in Media, PA organized by the Delco Cruisers.
Over 80 cars and many spectators attended this new
event. Two Lincoln Mark VII's were on hand.

Later in the week on July 7th, Members attended a
breakfast Cruise in Cherry Hill, NJ. Six Mark VII's and
ten participants made this a good turnout on a great day.
Added to all of this, a surprise visit by Dawnnemarie
“LSCPrincess” and her Son Trisdan from Massachusetts
capped off the day.
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Out And About, The Lincoln Mark VII Club Events
On Sunday, August 12, The Lincoln Mark VII Club was
represented at the second annual Doo Wop Car show in
Philadelphia, PA. In attendance was Rosalie Chismar,
Jack Cohen, John Dancy, and Jeff Hine.

California Members have been just as enthusiastic!
With summer waning, The Lincoln Mark VII Club
held its August So. Cal. lunch meet at Bob's Big Boy in
th
Glendale, California on August 19 . Under sunny 100degree skies, a few Members came out to play with cars.
The first official Clifton Heights, PA Cruise Night at Five
Guys Burgers sponsored by the Lincoln Mark VII Club,
was held Thursday, August 16th. In attendance was Jack
Cohen, John Dancy, and Joe Lovern.
It was a great day and having Rafael, Henry, Brad,
Brent, Kat, Chris, Gloria and Rafael's daughter, Suzy
and his (soon to be) son-in-law Mark, (who is now
looking for a Mark VII), DB and friend Trina, all in the
same place was just good fun. What a great bunch of
folks.

After an early breakfast meet, Members attended a Car
Show on Saturday, August 25th in Bristol, PA. In Although there were other meets and shows held in
attendance was Jack Cohen, Adam Dancy, John Dancy, other parts of the country, we did not receive any
pictures or stories regarding those additional meets.
and Joe Lovern. Adam Dancy accepted his first trophy.
See our website www.thelincolnmarkviiclub.org for a
th
Finally, on August 30 , two Members attended a show in l i s t i n g o f t h e n e x t m e e t s !
Bensalem, PA at the Hooter's Cruise night. In attendance
was Jack Cohen and John Dancy.
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Rick Eckenrode’s
Junk Yard Rescue
1990 Lincoln Mark VII LSC SE
Arriving at Mar's Used Auto Parts somewhere around January
3, 2003, this Garnet Red 1990 Lincoln Mark VII LSC SE was
placed in a row with other unwanted Fords to be parted out
and, eventually crushed. As the story goes, this Mark was
stolen and recovered with damage. All of the soft trim in the interior was slashed with a knife while the hard
plastic, the dash, gauges, radio, and switches were smashed and broken with a hammer. An insurance
company totaled it, and it was sold to this
yard for salvage. Most folks believe an
enraged woman caused the damage to get
even with a man.
On March 6th, 2004, while scrounging for
parts for my other cars, I came across this
Mark VII. I stopped in my tracks because I
was so impressed by how nice the exterior
looked. After looking at the interior, I
quickly discovered why it was here! When I
walked away from it, I noticed there were 10
other Marks nearby, none nearly as nice, but
all contained decent, useable interiors.
Before I left the yard, I asked the owner if the car was for sale. He agreed to sell it to me if I wanted it.
After obsessing for two weeks, I returned on March
20th, 2004 armed with a brand new battery, jumper
box, tons of tools, a roll-around jack, 3 gallons of fresh
fuel, and some diagnostic equipment to attempt to start
it up.
Between discovering that someone had removed the
ignition rotor and trying to disconnect an aftermarket
alarm, the engine finally came to life! Surprisingly, the
engine did not knock, smoke, or run rough. In fact, it
idled VERY smoothly! While the engine idled, the air
ride compressor filled the air springs up and the
suspension returned to the proper ride height. The
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Rick Eckenrode’s
Junk Yard Rescue
1990 Lincoln Mark VII LSC SE
two flat tires were replaced with scavenged mini-spares, and off
we drove to check the transmission and braking operation.
Although the transmission experienced "delayed engagement",
the car did move forward and backward and the brakes worked
fine. No dash lights or warning lights were
staying on.
What sealed the deal was the air conditioning
still worked! While cooling off sitting in the
driver's seat, I decided I needed to rescue this
car from scavengers and THE CRUSHER.
While spending over a year in the junk yard,
the only parts removed from it were the fog
lights, power lock actuators, and the rear
speakers. I met someone who was going to
buy the engine, but chose another engine in
another Mark.
June 2006 Ford Nats, Carlisle, PA

A deal was made to purchase this car. Included in the deal is a complete interior from one of the 10 other
Mark VII's in the yard.
It's taken quite a bit of time and money to put this Mark VII back on the road, but I think you will agree with
me it was well worth it. And along the way, I've met
many great enthusiasts who share my obsession with
their cars.
As for The Mark, its been in countless shows and
cruises, The Ford Nats in Carlisle, PA, The 2006 Hot
Rod Power Tour, and has been repaired from tree
damages. Before I bought this car, the previous owner
spent lots of money on it as evidence by the new
paint, rebuilt front suspension, and the flawless
operation of the engine and transmission.
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Tech ; Upper-Engine Decarbonization by Kit Sullivan
This is the 'home version' of a very popular upper-engine

getting an incomplete service. You can even create a

decarbonization procedure that is sold at many repair

cylinder imbalance due to having some clean and some

shops today. However, there a few issues that you need to dirty after the service and the result could be an engine
be wary of:

with worse driveability then before you did the service.

First of all: Hydro-locking the engine is an issue to be

The 5.0 liter on the Marks do not really have a perfect

aware of: Introducing any liquid into the intake stream as vacuum source for this service, but the PCV line at the back
the engine is running runs the risk of 'hydraulic lock'

of the manifold is OK. It enters into the intake air stream at

(hydro-lock). Liquid cannot be compressed and if you

a centrally located spot on the manifold, but it is more than

inadvertently get too much volume of any liquid into an

half-way to the 'split' to each runner away from the

open cylinder, exceeding that cylinder's compressed

throttle-blade so the atomization effect is not the greatest.

volume while the engine is running, it is possible to

For the most effective cleaning, you want the cleaning

hydro-lock the engine...severe and fatal damage to the

chemical to be as fully atomized as possible. This also helps

motor nearly every time.

to prevent excessive smoking.

Be careful to slowly introduce the fluid into the intake
stream as the engine is running and there will be no

By far the most effective method to use on this particular

problem. Do not let the engine draw a big gulp of the fluid engine is introduce it into the throttle body by way of the
rubber intake bellows in front of the throttle-body.

down the tube!

Since there is no vacuum in front of the throttle-body to
Another issue is where the fluid is introduced into the

draw the fluid in, you will have to manually introduce the

engine. Technically, any vacuum source will draw the

fluid into the throttle body, and then the vacuum produced

fluid into the engine, and there are numerous vacuum

there will draw the chemical in and through the engine.

lines on a Mark VII. Vacuum is created at the backside of

Very little chemical concentration is needed to clean the

the throttle blade and the intake air charge then travels

upper engine and if you see a lot of smoke, you are way

down and into the manifold (plenum), through the

overdoing it.

various runners to each cylinder, and past the open intake The old saying "if theres a lot of smoke that means the
valve and into the cylinder. Cleaning the built-up carbon

engine was really dirty!" is completely wrong. If done

deposits from the face of the intake valves and the valve

correctly there will be very little smoke, sometimes none

seats is where 90% of the driveability improvements come visible at all. The smoke is simply unburned and unused
from.

chemical traveling through the engine and burning in the

However, for the purposes of this service, all vacuum

exhaust stream.

sources are 'not created equal'. If the vacuum source that
you choose is too far down the manifold (farther down

For the Mark VIIs, I would recommend one of two

from the back of the throttle blade) then it is likely that

methods to introduce the fluid into the intake.

the fluid introduced will not get evenly distributed to all

1) Fill a spray-bottle with the chemical and with the engine

cylinders. The intake air charge travels only 'downstream' at a steady high-idle (1200-1400 rpm), simply mist the
through the manifold for the most part...it doesn't move

cleaner steadily into the throttle body as the engine is

'upstream'. If your vacuum source connects to the

running.

manifold downstream of any of the manifold's intake

Admittedly, this is a PITA, and it takes about 15 minutes to

runners, then you are bypassing some cylinders and

spray the entire amount through the engine and your
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Tech ; Upper-Engine Decarbonization by Kit Sullivan
'pumping hand' sure gets tired. If you really want to do it the (polyetheramine) that literally melts the carbon. Get the
best way, a store-bought insecticide sprayer is perfect for

black bottle labeled for gas tank use at Wal-Mart or

this job. They can be bought at Wal-Mart for less than $20,

someplace like that...they are about $5-10 each. Use a

and they hold about 2 gallons of liquid, so that is plenty big.

whole bottle for each service.

Pump the air up real good in the sprayer and set the nozzle
for a real fine mist and just spray it directly at the throttle

When you do this service, complete the deal by cleaning

body as the engine is running about 1200 RPM. If the engine your throttle body itself, remove and clean the IAC
bogs down and wants to die on you, then you are putting too motor/valve, EGR passages and pour another bottle of
much chemical in too quickly. Re-adjust the nozzle to a finer Techron into you gas tank.
spray mist. You can probably get about 3-5 minutes of

Your engine will run better than new.

continuous spraying this way before needing to pump up the
air again, which really makes it easier to do. The trick is get

The fuel sending units in the gas tanks on our cars are

the RPM up to 1200-1500 and hold it there rock-steady. Put

quite susceptible to sulfur-fouling, which is very

a sliver of cardboard under the throttle stop, or something

common with today's gasoline. A sulfer-fouled sending

like that and it will hold a high-idle while you operate the

unit will send erratic readings to the fuel-gauge. Most

sprayer.

likely you will get either a full or empty reading when
there is a different amount actually in the tank. The

Or you can try this cruder, less-effective method:

polyetheramine in the Techron is nearly 100% effective
at removing the sulfer contamination with only a single

2) Loosen the intake elbow (bellows) and turn it so the open application...I use two bottles in a full tank. Most
(air-cleaner) end is facing upwards. Simply pour the

mechanics will diagnose this problem as a faulty sending

chemical into the tube as the engine is running at high-idle

unit, but that is not always the case.

and it will enter the throttle body. Just pour the stuff in
slowly and steadily...remember: Hydro-lock is not your

Good luck,

buddy! This method does not promote as complete
atomization as the first, but it still better than not doing the

Kit Sullivan.

service!
This is really nothing more than the old 'shadetree' trick of
pouring water or ATF into a carb while the engine is
running.
As far as which chemicals do the best job:
Water: does a mediocre job, but its free!
ATF: a little better than water, but not much.
Marvel Mystery Oil: Pretty good, but still not the best.
Sea-Foam: Good
Best: Without a doubt, 'Chevron Techron' is by far the most
effective at this. It has a proprietary chemical PEA
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Calendar of Events
2007 Events
September 22, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise Old Country Buffet
1701 Sunrise Highway, Bay Shore, NY 11706
September 23, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Tilton, NH
September 30 - 10 - 4 pm - Winner Ford Car Show
ALL MAKES & MODELS 591 S. DuPont Hwy - Dover,
DE 19901 $10 registration, Dash plaques to first 75
Registered 25 Participant Choice Awards and 1 Best of Show
October 06, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Fairless Hills, PA
October 07, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Great Barrington, MA
October 7 10 AM - Newport, RI. "Ft. Adams in the
Fall" Lincoln Class. ballots are handed out at 12 Noon.
Awards around 2 PM. Gorgeous views of the
bay and the Newport Bridge. Car cruise after the
show along the Newport southern shore and by the
mansions.All years, registration day of show, $10.
October 13, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Wilkes-Barre, PA
October 21, 2007 Cruise, Glendale, CA
October 27, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Willimatic, CT
November 03, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Warrington, PA
November 10, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Wilkes-Barre, PA
November 17, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Worcester, MA
November 18, 2007 Cruise, Glendale, CA
December 01, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Bensalem, PA
December 08, 2007 - Breakfast Cruise, Wilkes-Barre, PA
December 16, 2007 Cruise, Glendale, CA

the staff of the Silver Diner Restaurant. Stop in and grab dinner
while the cruisers and the spectators look over your cars! Peggy
(Operating Partner) has welcomed the members of the LM7 Club
with open arms and a great smile! This is the cruise I try and get to
every Wednesday night from April to October! There are great cars,
great folks and great food. A good time is had by all!

2008 Events
June 6 - 8, 2008 All Day - The Lincoln Mark VII Club will hold it's
National Meet at the All Ford Nationals at Carlisle Fairgrounds in
Carlisle, PA. Visit our tent in the fun field, Friday through Sunday.
See the best Mark VIIs in the country. Meet the people that drive
these Luxury Sport Coupes. See all levels of Marks from projects, and
daily drivers to stock, race, and modified. If you go to only one event
this season, make it the All Ford Nationals and the National Lincoln
Mark VII Club meet!

Classified Ads
Club Members can advertise their hobby ads here for free. Ads
will run for one issue. It is the Club Member’s responsibility to
renew their ad or to alert the editor to re-run the ad as is.
Please Email your ads to
newsletter@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org

Nothing this month

Top 10 Cruise Venues (Well. So Far)
EVERY Friday night 5PM - whenever - Cruise at the Lowes in
Abingdon, Maryland right off Constant Friendship Blvd
(www.lowescruise.com)
Every 4th Friday of the month 5 PM whenever Shrewsbury Farmer's
Market Cruises, Shrewsbury, PA on Susquehanna Trail
First Saturday of every month. First State hosts their monthly cruise-in
the Charcoal Pit, 5200 Pike Creek Center Blvd., Wilmington, DE Next
Cruise is Oct 6 - 4-8 pm All makes and models welcome! Live DJ Oldies all
night!
Free Admission, 50/50
Every Thursday night 5-9PM - Fuddruckers, Route 1 North, Saugus,
Mass, Raffles, Trophies & Dash Plaques on special nights all vehicles
welcomed
Every Wednesday starting May 12th, 5-9PM - Walmart Parking Lot
Main Street Tewksbury, MA Contact: Dracut Road Runners Mike
Robinson, Lowell, MA 978-459-3713
EVERY Wednesday Night from 5 - 8 PM - THE SILVER DINER / LM7
CRUISE NIGHT, 2131 Route 38 (Across from the Cherry Hill Mall)
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Theme Nights are the last Wednesday of the
month with Trophies/Picture Plaques to the coolest cars! Judges will be
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